
 

Aerosoft - Casablanca 2011 (FSX) I just finished downloading this product and it looks very impressive. It is only $30.00 USD for an incredibly detailed flight that includes not just the airport but also Casablanca, Morocco city life, the surrounding mountains, and The Champs Elysees boulevard. This is rated for medium-high end computers with a 2 GB graphics card but still took around 10 hours to
download in my broadband 3 Mbps connection. The airport itself covers around 120 square kilometers of land which makes it huge. The airport has 7 runways, 3 taxiways, and it features several hangars. Air traffic control taxies to the gate and the fuel truck drives around the airport. It's a very accurate representation of Casablanca's airport and features multiple detailed approaches. Also included is a
whole day of flying around Casablanca that includes flying near the city to take in the scenery, flying into Marrakesh and Fez, and flying back to Casablanca. The scenery is very detailed and realistic, you will even see vegetation growing in some spots! It's what I call "virtual reality. Casablanca's airport is one of the best, if not the best, airports created by Aerosoft. I highly recommend this product
because it is immersive and fun! - Brad OVERVIEW Welcome to Africa. Welcome to Morocco. Welcome to Casablanca Airport (Morocco). The largest airport in North Africa has been reproduced in full detail by Aerosoft . Following an extensive technical study of the airport and its vicinity, our development team has succeeded in capturing all the features that make this airport so unique into X-
Plane. From the characteristic Moroccan architecture to the many items of street furniture, from offers of various tourist attractions to perfectly imitated taxiways and runways – everything has been included. We hope that you will like it as much as we do. ROUTES You will be able to choose from a selection of routes that will let you fly to all the important places in Morocco, such as Marrakech,
Essaouira and the beaches at La Mamora and Essaouira. Of course, Casablanca itself is also included. When flying with us, you can easily enjoy and admire the many sights of the city – including the tip of The Champs Elysees – or take a look at some interesting things – such as an authentic shopping mall or a modern hotel complex. MAIN FEATURES High-resolution aerial images Extremely
realistic buildings and objects around the airport, including a shopping mall, a hotel complex and a restaurant village The terminal building reproduced in great detail with all its shops, restaurants and service facilities. Numerous animated people make the airport come alive right before your eyes! The many features of the X-Life system show how busy it can get in Casablanca. We think that you will
be fascinated by this feature as well as the virtual reality street scenes beyond the runway. In addition to exterior views, numerous animations give you a feeling for flying from one of the gates.
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